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PART A 
Question-! 

a) Calcuiate tfie length of transition curve using the following data: 
Design Speed= 65 kmph, Radius of circular curve= 220m, Width of carriageway 
(including extra widening) = 7 .5m, Allowable rate of introduction of superelevation= 1 
in 150, and Maximum allowable superelevation= 7%. Assume that the superelevation is 
provided by rotating carriageway about the centre line. (4] 

b) A vertical summit curve is formed at the intersection of two gradients, ( +) 3 % and (-) 
5.0 %. Design the length of the curve to provide a stopping sight distance for a design 
speed of 80 kmph. Assume additional data, if necessary, as per the IRC. [3] 

c) There is a horizontal curve of radius 400m and length 200 m on a highway segment. 
Compute the required set-back distance so as to provide a safe overtaking sight distance 
of 300m. The distance between the centre lines of the road and the inner lane may be 
assumed as 1.9m., (3) 

Question-2 
a) Distinguish between interrupted flow facilities and uninterrupted flow facilities with 

suitable examples. [2] 

b) Discuss various factors affecting Passenger Car Equivalency (PCE). [3] 

c) While aligning a hill road with a 5% gradient, a sharp horizontal curve of radius 60 m is 
encountered. Find the compensated gradient at the curve. [2] 

; NS 2 

d) Derive the expression: L = ----
(1.5 + 0.35S) 

Where, L= Required minimum length of valley curve (m), S= Headlight sight distance 
(m) and N= Deviation angle [3] 

Question-3 
a) Calculate the required Overtaking Sight Distance (OSD) on a two-lane road with two

way traffic movements if the speeds of overtaking and overtaken vehicles are 70 kmph 
and 40 kmph respectively and the acceleration of overtaking vehicle is 0.99 m/sec2

. 

Assume additional data, if necessary. [4] 

b) Design the superelevation for a road ifthe design speed is 65 kmph, radius of horizontal 
curve is 1400 m, maximum permissible superelevation is 7%, and minimum required 
cross slope (i.e. camber) is 2%. Assume additional data, if necessary. (3] 
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c) Distinguish between (i) building line and control line, (ii) ADT and AADT, and (iii) 
ruling gradient and limiting gradient. [3] 

PARTS 

Question-4 
a) Design a flexible pavement as per IRC:37 (2001) guidelines for tbe foll<;>wing data [2+4] 

(i) Design traffic to be carried by the .road <juring its ·service life is 50 million standard 
axle load repetitions (ii) soaked CBR of the S,ubgrade is 6% (iii) average pavement 
temperature= 35 °C (iv) 60/70 penetration grade bitumen will be used. 
List the steps to be followed to design the .pavement at a site having 20 °C average 
pavement temperature and if30/40 grade bitumen is to be used. 1 

b) The compacted specimen of a bituminous .mix has bulk specific gravity of 2.465. 
Theoretical (maximum) specific gravity of loose bitumiQ<;>us mix is 2.575. The mix has 
5.5% (by weight of total mix) bitumen and 94.5 % aggregate. Bulk specific gravity of 
aggregate is 2.725. Specific gravity of bitumen is 1.025. Compute the following 
volumetric parameters of the mix :- (i) Voids in mix (air voids) (ii) percentage of 
bitumen absorption (iii) effective bitumen content (iv) voids in mineral aggregate (VMA) 
and (v) Voids filled with bitumen (VFB) 
If the aggregates do not absorb any water, can you estimate (without measuring) the 
theoretical (maximum) specific gravity ofloose mix? ·• [4] 

Questjon-5 
a) Explain (with suitable sketches) about different types of joints used in concrete 

pavements. What will happen if concrete pavements are built without any joints? [4] 
b) Why do curling stresses occur in concrete pavements? Explain with suitable sketches 

different types of curling (or warping). Indicate in the figures the locations/regions where 
co!llpressive and te11sile stresses can be expected due to curling/warping. · [4] 

c) Suggest how the load and temperature stresses vary among the three critical regions 
(interior, edge and corn.er) of a concrete slab. What is the critical combination of load 
and edge stress considered in IRC:58 design guidelines? [2] 

Question-6 
a) A jointed concrete pavement has been designed as per IRC:58-200L Details are given 

below. Verify whether the thickness of the slab provided is adequate [10] 
2-lane National Highway. Design period = 20 ye~rs,. thickn~ss of slab = 24 em. Modulus 
of subgrade reaction= 10 kg/cm3

, Econ = 3 X 105 kg/cm2
, f.!Conc = 0.15; temperature 

differential in slab = 12 °C; aconc = 10 X w-6fc, 98 percentile axle load = 16 tons, 
design tyre pressure= 7.0 kg/cm2

, transverse joint spacing= 4.5 m, the pavement has a 
longitudinal joint separating the two lanes, flexural strength of concrete = 45 kg/cm2

; 

spacing between the wheels· of dual wheel set= J1 em. The following axle load spectrum 
. dd . h d . . d ts expecte . unng t e estgn }J_eno . 

Sin !!le Axles'· Tandem Axles .. 
Axle Load (tons) Expected Repetitions Axle Load (Tons) Expected Repetitions 

16 14~690 36 42,870, 
14 30,140 32 124,900 
12 64,410 

. ' 
28 372,900 

10 106,900 24 885,800 
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